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Instagram is a popular social media site.

Some users of the site get paid to advertise products.

This diagram has been created to show the amount of money some of the most 

influential Instagram users get paid per post.

1) Suggest one improvement that could be made to the diagram.

2) If the 10 rectangles used to represent Cristiano Ronaldo’s Estimated Price per Post 

is set as the correct scale, how many rectangles should be used for Kylie Jenner?

3) Danica says, “This chart shows that Selena Gomez made more money on 

Instagram last year than Ariana Grande.”

Comment on this claim.

https://influencermarketinghub.com/instagram-highest-paid/


Rank Username Owner
Followers 
(milions)

Estimated pay 
per post ($)

Net worth
($millions)

1 @instagram Instagram 599

2 @cristiano Cristiano Ronaldo 541 $2,397,000 490

3 @leomessi Lionel Messi 425 $1,777,000 620

4 @kyliejenner Kylie Jenner 378 $1,835,000 750

5 @selenagomez Selena Gomez 372 $1,735,000 85

6 @therock Dwayne Johnson 359 $1,713,000 800

7 @arianagrande Ariana Grande 353 $1,687,000 220

8 @kimkardashian Kim Kardashian 341 $1,689,000 1700

9 @beyonce Beyoncé 294 $1,393,000 500

10 @khloekardashian Khloé Kardashian 290 $1,320,000 60

12 @kendalljenner Kendall Jenner 272 $1,290,000 4

11 @justinbieber Justin Bieber 274 300

This table shows the top Instagram users by the number of Followers they have:

4) Suggest two improvements that could be made to the table

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_most-followed_Instagram_accounts

5) Arthur says, “The amount someone gets paid per post is linked to how many 

followers they have.”

By calculating an appropriate value, comment on Arthur’s claim.

6) Emily thinks that Kylie Jenner could double her net worth by making one 

Instagram post a day for the next year. 

Is Emily correct? You must show calculations to support your answer.

7) Elliot wants to know how much he would need to pay Justin Bieber to promote 

him on Instagram. Find the equation of the regression line for followers and 

estimated pay per post to help you find out how much it would cost Elliot. 

8) Jamie says, “Ronaldo made one post per week in 2021.”

Comment of Jamie’s claim, showing calculations to support your working.

Football superstar Cristiano Ronaldo tops the Instagram rich list, raking in an estimated $135 
million from sponsored content in 2021 alone.
To put that figure in perspective, that's nearly three times as much money as he earned playing 
as Manchester United's star forward in the same year, just $48 million.
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